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compliment for as though It Matters"Eamon Grennan's poems are like overdue twentieth
century verbal equivalents of seventeenth century Dutch paintings. How luminously they seize
the brimming fullness of day-by-day life, how scrupulously they arrive to phrases with the
advanced fact of the limited, given world, how radiantly they make clear 'the daily/ineluctable
litter of our lives.' those poems shine and matter."--Edward Hirsch"This new assortment
includes a few of his [Eamon Grennan's] such a lot telling work, and with so advantageous a
poet that's announcing an outstanding deal."--W.S. MerwinEamon Grennan was once born in
Dublin, Ireland, in 1941, and knowledgeable at collage College, Dublin, and Harvard University.
His poems were released largely in literary magazines within the united states and abroad,
together with the Kenyon Review, New Yorker, Paris Review, Poetry eire Review, and Grand
Street. His first united states booklet book used to be What mild there's (North Point, 1989). he's
a professor of English at Vassar College, and spends his leave-time in Ireland.
(making love) i will be able to listen / on the planet open air / the joyous contralto barking / of
ducks going over, going / south, common / around the sky--like a slung rosary. (21)Out of the
fog's white throat / come crows, a mass of black / muscle (29)
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